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Annexure 1 – Three ARCSG Projects involving Software 

Project Example 1:  PTA Passenger Information System 

Client: Public Transport Authority 
Project Description: Design, software development, Construction and 
Deployment of the PTA passenger Information Network 
Project Date: 2008- ongoing 
Approximate Monetary Value: 1.5M 

ARCSG were given the task to implement a replacement passenger information system due 
to continued failure of the existing system and customer complaints.  ARCSG took a project 
management, design, software development, hardware development, testing and deployment 
role and developed a system consistent with PTA requirements. 

The ARCSG design was both simple and effective and involved the development of a model 
whereby platform states were determined from timetable information and train steps and 
transmitted to station controllers located at each station.  Platform states contained the time 
to arrival, the train number and flags for type of server (non-stopping, all stops, empty, last 
train, altered service, etc).   

Each station controller then determined what messages were relevant based on the 
annunciation devices available at the station.  The hardware and software footprint were 
identical at all locations.   

Key challenges were to ensure that the new system was future proofed and reliable and 
would meet the long term needs of the PTA.  As the market did not provide suitable cost 
effective hardware, ARCSG developed interface hardware to integrate between embedded 
Station located processors and the different types of station equipment such a SEC displays, 
audio modules, hearing impaired current loops, large format displays and matrix displays.  A 
key point was to ensure that the core hardware was upgradeable.  The interface equipment 
are fully documented and can be replicated by any printed circuit production facility. 

This resulted in a Station Controller which had a generic hardware and software foot print 
but which could be used for large stations such as Perth or small station such as East Perth.  
This made configuration and implementation simple while allowing maintainers a common 
base for servicing. 

All hardware and software was designed and developed by 
ARCSG.  C++ was primarily the language used with SQL 
Java also used at the head end. 

The innovative design allowed changes to be undertaken 
cost effectively and simply.  

The central server maintains a software model of the 
timetable which accepts changes from operator consoles, 
train movement events from a CTC train control system. 

The system includes a state of health monitoring system 
that reports a health metric from each field node and component. These are presented as a 
cascading tree, allowing the operator to observe equipment faults easily and immediately via 
the top of the tree. 

Figure 1 - PIN Main Console 
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This SCADA data may also be reported via a web server, allowing read-only internet access to 
a systems state of health history reporting system. The system is TCP/IP Ethernet based, 
with modest net bandwidth requirements. 

Each station has a local controller (pc based) running the Linux Operating system. The 
server periodically sends a customised snapshot of the timetable to each station. Typically 
this includes departure predictions up to approximately two hours into the future. The 
station controller uses this information to generate announcements and render the display 

data. 

If the server or communications link is unavailable, the 
field node will use this stored data to make 
announcements and render the display information, based 
on the time. The result is that server outages of 
approximately 15 minutes, sufficient to do software 
upgrade or configuration change will not be readily 
detectable by the passengers at the stations. 

 

 

 

Every field node has identical software and configuration. The technicians only have to set 
the address and option switches, then the field node will configure its operating parameters 
and software automatically. 

The field nodes receive the same data from the server, regardless of their configuration. The 
configuration then determines what the field nodes do with the data. This makes the 
operator's task of managing the system a lot simpler because the properties of the devices at 
each station do not need to be considered for most interventions. The system allows many 
different types of display hardware to co-exist.  

The Announcement and Display Management system 
described above may interact with the display data, 
augmenting or suppressing it, as the individual 
interventions dictate. The rendering driver takes a list 
of train (bus) departure predictions and produces the 
display image data. Platform and concourse display 
data, augmenting or suppressing it, as the individual 
interventions dictate.  

  

 

Figure 3 - PIN LLPA Console 

The rendering driver takes a list of train (bus) departure predictions and produces the 
display image data. Platform and concourse displays use the same departure predictions and 
display management interventions using these.  

 The system is built using both Windows and Linux.  The field nodes are all Linux, the 
servers are Windows and Linux and the operator applications are Windows. 

The new system was highly successful and remains the platform used by PTA. 

Figure 2 - Station Passenger 

Information Cubicle 
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Contact detail for Client Reference: 
Name:   Brian Blagaich 
Title:   Senior Project Manager  
Division: Major Projects  
Phone:  9263 4605 
Email: Brian.Blagaich@pta.wa.gov.au 
 
 
 

mailto:Brian.Blagaich@pta.wa.gov.au
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Project Example 2: Blackwater/Dingo Over-height Detection System  

Client: Queensland Rail National (Aurizon) 
Project Description: System Design and Deployment of Over-height detection for 25kV 
Level Crossings in Mining Areas in North Queensland. 
Project Date: 2012 
Approximate Monetary Value: 1.5M 

ARCSG undertook the Design, Project Management, Construction  and Commissioning of an 
Over-height detection system (OHLE) for QRN level crossings to minimise the possibility 
that over-height vehicles  at level crossings, could cause OHLE damage, de-wiring, vehicle 
damage and severe safety risk to vehicle occupants, which will inevitably lead to loss of 
network capacity.  The main issue is that Over-height vehicles are not complying with road 
rules and signage but QRN were unable to address this due to remote location in mining 
areas. 

The two priority sites for over-height motor vehicles contact/impact at road-rail Level 
Crossings are Ardurad Road, Blackwater and Fitzroy Development Road, Dingo. Ardurad 
Road LX has a history of 2-3 recorded OHLE impact events per annum since 2005 causing 
damage and disrupting operations. Fitzroy Development Road, Dingo LX has a history of 2+ 
recorded OHLE events pa since 2007 causing damage and disrupting operations. Heavy 
vehicle traffic is increasing significantly at both sites as part of the booming economic growth 
across all areas within the regional economy. 

Additionally at Ardurad Road, there is a significant risk of rail-road collision when road 
vehicles approaching from the south are (unlawfully) stationary on the LX while waiting for a 
gap in the traffic on the Capricorn Highway to enable them to turn onto the highway.. 

QRN identified the strong requirement for over-height vehicle detection and protection and 
requested ARCSG to propose a solution, based upon knowledge of ARCSG successful: 

 Design and installation of Bridge Impact Protection Systems (BIPS) for QR, 
which protect low clearance bridges against over-height vehicles; and 

 Design and installation of engineered, evidentiary-standard LX CCTV 
surveillance systems for QR. 

A formal 15% Design to the 85% Design stage was used to ensure all aspects of the project 
were understood and validated. 

The cost of the project is to be included in the Regulatory Asset Base for the Central 
Queensland Coal System, allowing QR National to earn a regulatory rate of return on the 
investment. 

The system was required to detect a 5mm whip antenna travelling at 60kph and to also 
detect stationary vehicles sitting across the crossing and utilised a time of flight laser which 
was specifically characterised for this project.  The system also comprised two Variable 
Message signs and a central embedded controller which runs the ARCSG soft PLC (ARCSG 
S-PLC) to determine events of interest.   

All systems were built by ARCSG and code written by ARCSG.  The ARCSG S-PLC is written 
in C++. 

The system was design and fully tested by ARCSG Perth and shipped to Brisbane where it 
underwent formal factory testing, installation and site testing. 

The over height detection and protection component provides: 
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 Reduce OHLE contacts by providing effective warnings to over height vehicle 
drivers; 

 Reduce consequential risk to train operations; 

 Reduce consequential rail traffic interruptions and delays; 

 Provide remote event and damage assessment via CCTV; 

 Assist response; 

 Support compliance action; 

 Facilitate damages recovery and driver prosecution via CCTV. 

 Support compliance action. 

 Facilitate damages recovery and driver prosecution via CCTV. 

Site difficulties and costs mandated an innovative approach to presenting over-height and 
stationary vehicle detection to the Variable Message Sign.  ARCSG designed and installed an 
802.15.4 (Xbee) controller to wirelessly transmit and receive information.  Site issues 
included weather, remoteness, safeworking and communications and the system provides 
information to the ARCSG server via UMTS (3G) featured in "Supporting Documentation" 
QRN Web Client. 

Key elements addressed by the project are: 

 Radio (802.15.4) 

 PLC and SCADA (ARCSG S- PLC and web client) 

 CCTV and Security (DVR, cameras and number plate recognition) 

 Fire and Life-saving (VMS stopping vehicles before coming in contact with 25kV) 

The system is an engineered risk-based treatment approach using innovative but proven 
approaches, and will minimise risk and cost to QRN. This system is based on the innovative 
Bridge Impact Protection System (BIPS) developed by ARCSG for QR, which has 
demonstrated success in dramatically reducing over-height vehicle impacts on low clearance 
bridges. 

The system was commissioned early August 2012 and has already detected a number of 
vehicles which did not comply with height restrictions. 

Footage of incidents are available if required. 

Contact detail for Client Reference: 
Name:   Alan Doodney 
Title:   Project Manager 
Phone:  0438 812 029 
Email:   Alan.Doodney@aurizon.com.au 

  

mailto:Alan.Doodney@aurizon.com.au
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Project Example 3:  

Brookfield Rail Train & Road-Rail Vehicles GPS Tracking System  

Client: Brookfield Rail 
Project Description: GPS Tracking of Locomotives and Road Railers, presentation on 
geographic maps and track layout maps including alarms for proximity, vehicle integrity and 
operational statistics. 
Project Date: 2013 - ongoing 
Approximate Monetary Value: $300K 

This project is primarily designed to provide protection to road rail vehicles following 
locomotives in block sections and has been essentially directed by the Office of Rail Safety.   

It also provides positive confirmation of train locations to train controllers in dark territory.  

The project deliverable is an office end PC running the presentation software and field 
mounted subsystems (vehicle subsystem) with local intelligence, GPS and vehicle status 
sensor (tile, engine on, etc).  As the network includes multiple above rail entities, it also 
interfaces to other GPS service providers (such as “Black Box”) and 3rd party GPS sources.   

The GPS interface normalises data to allow consistent handling and behaviour.   

The Office end system has been installed on Train Control Desks at the BR Midland Train 
Control Centre and provides Controller with a mimic of the dark territory rail network 
displayed as station sketches.  The system also allows switching to a state map (Eastern 
Control) in a Geographic format.  While the Controllers prefer Station view, the BR 
Management prefer Geographic.    

ARCSG designed the systems and wrote all software for this project and continue to enhance 
and maintain the system.  The primary language use is C++. 

A primary safety feature is the system alert to roadrailers via an audible alarm to advise that 
they are too close to the train, if the alarm is ignored and the roadrailer remains in close 
proximity to the train an open channel radio message is automatically despatched on the 
train control radio channel. This advises the Train Control, any work gangs and the road 
raillery of a possible impending breach. 

 

Figure 4- Station Sketch View 
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Figure 5 - Geographic View 

Contact detail for Client Reference: 
Name:   John Ursic 
Title:   Manager Control and Communication   
Division: Network  
Phone:  0411 884 575 
Email:   John.ursic@brookfieldrail.com.au 
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